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The overall concept with your custom suspension design was to build a great all-rounder with the 

highest priority on solo road riding. 

Item Importance Notes 

Stability High We placed a high priority on stability and road holding 
both to inspire confidence in cornering and provide extra 
safety on the road. 

Handling High As above 

Styling Medium We put a relatively high priority on keeping the styling 
close to standard.  

Ride Comfort Medium As your bike is a sports bike, to make it really comfortable 
to ride would compromise the handling performance too 
much and make the bike bit of a sloppy pig.  As such we 
only put a medium importance on ride comfort however 
you will still notice a good improvement over standard. 
 

Bump 
absorption 

Medium As per ride comfort 
 

Commuting and 
Traffic 

Low / Medium While we have not put a specific focus on commuting and 
how the bike performs in traffic, you will find an 
improvement over standard. 
 

Solo open road 
and road sports 
riding 
 

High As per stability and handling, this is the type of riding that 
has been given the highest priority in your suspension 
build and this is where the bike will excel. 

Pillion Riding Low As you do not use this bike for much pillion riding this area 
received a low importance.  Still we have provided setting 
changes to use should you do a decent length 2 up ride. 
 

Track riding Medium While we haven’t specifically setup you bike to be the 
ultimate track bike, it will still be awesome on track and 
much better than stock.  As with the open road riding it 
will inspire confidence and hold it’s line extremely well. 
 
Where it will be a little weaker than a dedicated track bike 
is in it’s agility, normally the agility makes the bike harder 
to ride and as you are not trying to break lap records with 
this bike, we opted for a an easy, fun and safer bike to 
ride. 
 
We have provided track settings in your setting sheet. 

 

Your delivered settings are a base point and the handling can be changed quite a lot with the right 

adjustments.  No one knows your suspension better than Race Center, so please don’t hesitate to 

ask if you have any questions at all  


